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▪ Introduction

▪ General Holiday 
Preparation

▪ Holiday planning timeline

▪ Inventory Intelligence 
program
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Operations

Marketing

Merchandising

Finance

Others

What do we need to know and when do we need to know it?

What are we promoting and when? How will this impact scheduling needs?

What are we bringing in new for the season? How will this impact training 

and floor sets?

Are we all on the same page in terms of performance objectives?

Logistics, Technology, Loss Preventions, etc.

How to have a successful Holiday Season:
“Planning, communication, collaboration and execution”

Do we have a plan B & C? Can we put it in place in time? 

Every organization has its own time line but we are often caught in a time crunch for 

creating our Holiday time lines. By setting meetings well ahead of the time for 

execution and constantly refining, we are all aware of where the gaps exist.

All team members need to know what the main merchandising focus is for the season so 

that the appropriate floor sets and product knowledge can be forwarded to the stores. A 

snapshot for Temporary Associates is especially important.

Once Financial Goals are communicated, Associates should be given their 

individual goals and offered guidance as to how these goals can be achieved. 

What processes need to be put in place to make everything work? Daily shipments, 

additional registers, connectivity, training for increased theft.



Holiday Timeline
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Planning 5-6 months from holiday 

Forecast expectations
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Align with Merchants, Marketing, Finance

Determine target metrics to align with 

the mutually agreed upon forecast

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Have sales been on track? If not, how can we improve to make us get back on 

track?

Do we have any low hanging fruit? What areas can get us the 

most bang for the buck?

Scheduling becomes a major factor. Are the Power Hours being properly covered? 

How can we best use STAR to achieve our goals?



Planning 5-6 months from holiday 

Forecast expectations –
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Align with Merchants, Marketing, Finance

Determine target metrics to align with 

the mutually agreed upon forecast

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Make the preparations match the forecast. If you need to make up ground, 

make sure that you have the manpower to cover it. 



Forecast traffic and plan STAR

Utilize current year traffic 
trends in conjunction with 
LY holiday data to forecast 

traffic patterns for the 
upcoming holiday season

Establish STAR 
(Shopper To Associate 
Ratio) targets and 
utilize traffic projection 
to determine required 
staff



2016 Top 10 Traffic Days
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1. BLACK FRIDAY - November 25

2. Friday, December 23

3. Monday, December 26

4. SUPER SATURDAY - Saturday, 
December 17

5. Saturday, December 10

6. Saturday, November 26

7. Saturday, December 3

8. Thursday, December 22

9. Sunday, December 18

10.Wednesday December 21

There is only one significant reason that Super 
Saturday did not rank #1 in store traffic: tradition. 

After observing in-store traffic for as many years as 
we have, it’s become clear that shoppers prefer to 

visit stores on Black Friday more than they do on any 
other day. Black Friday shopping is a tradition that 

hasn’t changed and is unlikely to lose its luster in the 
near future, regardless of others’ enthusiasm for last-

minute shopping predictions.

-Brian Field 
Senior Director Advisory Services



Planning 5-6 months from holiday 

Forecast expectations
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Align with Merchants, Marketing, Finance -

Determine target metrics to align with 

the mutually agreed upon forecast

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

• Begin planning meetings well in advance. 

• Have all participants show how they expect to realize the goals/forecasts.

• Make adjustments if you see any shortfalls.

• Make sure you have buy in from all the departments.



Planning 5-6 months from holiday 

Forecast expectations
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Align with Merchants, Marketing, Finance

Determine target metrics to align with the 

mutually agreed upon forecast –

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Target metrics should be no different than at any other time except that the results are even more 

crucial than at other times.  Conversion, conversion, conversion. This is a time when we have the 

opportunity to increase our customer base if we take the time to provide excellent customer 

service and make new customers return. ADS and UPT are the other factors that come into play.



Key Performance Metrics

▪ Store Level:

➢ Traffic

➢ Sales per Shopper

➢ Conversion

➢ Average Transaction Size

➢ Units per Transaction

➢ Average Unit Retail

➢ Focus Product Category Results

➢ Shopper-to-Associate Ratio

➢ Power Hours Results

▪ Associate Level:

➢ Sales per Hour

➢ Transactions per Hour

➢ Average Transaction Size
➢ Units per Transaction

➢ Average Unit Retail

➢ Focus Product Category 
Results

➢ Returns Percentage

➢ Attendance



▪ Labor Efficiency
➢ Selling Cost

➢ When calculating payroll 
always ask yourself “Did I lose 
sales because I did not have 
enough staff?”

➢ Sales per Labor Hour

▪ Labor Effectiveness
➢ Net Profitability
➢ Customer Service Scores

▪ Shift Effectiveness (Manager 
on Duty)
➢ Manager’s on Duty need to 

match Power Hours as 
effectively as Sales 
Associates.

▪ Key Date/Event Year-Over-
Year Performance
(Ensure Day Matching for Holiday 
Shifts)
➢ Sales
➢ Traffic

Other Important Metrics



Planning 4 months from holiday 

Determine labor and training needs
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Set hiring/training timelines 

Align incentive plans to goals

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December



Planning 4 months from holiday 

Determine labor and training needs -
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Set hiring/training timelines 

Align incentive plans to goals

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Do not just hire “warm bodies”. This is a great time to build your bench strength 

for going forward by hiring strong players that could become permanent staff 

members after the Holidays. This is also a time to test new clusters of Associates 

during power hours to see if you see a dramatic lift in sales. Test, test. Test.



Determining Staffing Needs

How Many Seasonal Hires?

What are your seasonal roles?

Thinking ahead: building a bench

Current 
Staffing

Open 

Positions/

Turnover

Additional 
Seasonal 

Hours

Seasonal 
Staffing 
Needs

This is the perfect time to evaluate your Temp Associates and make them part of your 

permanent Team. 



▪ What should training 
include?

▪ Experience first mentality

▪ Technical training

▪ How far in advance?

▪ Allocating time for both 
trainees and trainers

▪ Mentoring

Training for the Season

Balancing payroll costs with training can be a difficult process. On the 

one hand, you need to keep payroll as conservative as possible. 

However, having Associates during the most important time of the year 

who are unprepared to properly deal with the higher influx of 

customers is a huge potential loss. 

The best process is to have your best Associates work closely with 

your temporary Associates to better develop their skills and 

knowledge. This can be done by introducing them to the process on a 

limited basis prior to the beginning of the season.



Planning 4 months from holiday 

Determine labor and training needs
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Set hiring/training timelines -

Align incentive plans to goals

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Give yourself enough time to properly train temporary Associates. I have found 

that the best way to learn is to teach. Have your permanent staff train all new 

hires rotating them so there is ample representation of processes and product 

knowledge.



Planning 4 months from holiday 

Determine labor and training needs
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Set hiring/training timelines 

Align incentive plans to goals -

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Great contests and strong incentives are integral to getting Associates excited to 

make better sales. These should be challenging but not daunting. They should 

also be created so that every store has the same chance of reaching the goals.



Rewards & Incentives

▪ Encourage staff to bring in-
home cooked items to go 
along with company 
sponsored meals. Adds to 
comradery and family 
atmosphere

▪ Give recognition/prizes for 
great sales, customer 
recognition and have a Sales 
Associate of the week

▪ Have contests where the 
winning stores have a dinner 
out with their District or 
Regional Manager

▪ Does your organization have 
a great incentive program 
you’d like to share?



Planning 2-3 months from holiday 

Prepare comprehensive holiday prep kits for stores
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Hire and begin training seasonal staff

Distribute Sales, KPI, scheduling plans, holiday prep kits

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December



Planning 2-3 months from holiday 

Prepare comprehensive holiday prep kits for stores
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Hire and begin training seasonal staff

Distribute Sales, KPI, scheduling plans, holiday prep kits

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December



Holiday Prep Kits

▪ Comprehensive Holiday 
Preparation Kit for Store 
Teams

▪ Marketing

▪ Merchandising

▪ Finance

▪ Operations 

▪ Hold Meetings and 
Conferences to Cascade 

▪ Communication 

▪ Videos 

All preparations need to be underway no later than 

September. However, one key attribute is to make 

sure that there is flexibility in the plans. We all know 

that retail is a volatile business and that we need to 

be able to make adjustments on an ad hoc basis. 

Everyone needs to be aware that plans are not set in 

stone.



Holiday Prep Kit Example
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Planning 2-3 months from holiday 

Prepare comprehensive holiday prep kits for stores
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Hire and begin training seasonal staff

Distribute Sales, KPI, scheduling plans, holiday prep kits

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December



Planning 2-3 months from holiday 

Prepare comprehensive holiday prep kits for stores
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Hire and begin training seasonal staff

Distribute Sales, KPI, scheduling plans, holiday prep kits

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December



HOLIDAY
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Execute and make seasonal 

adjustments



Post Holiday

Post-season assessment
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Seasonal staffing turnover decisions

Start planning for next year

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Have a post-mortem (hate that expression) right after the Holidays while everything is 

fresh in everyone’s mind. Create a list of things that worked, things that did not work as 

well as expected and why not and things that could have been improved with…you 

guessed it, better planning.

Great time to review the entire staff and set the stores for the new year 

with the best possible staff.

Chances are, the last thing we want to do at this point is any more planning. However, we are 

at our best decision making posture after we have gone through a similar process. I’m sure as 

we are going through the season we say things like “if only we had done this instead”. It is 

amazing though, a month or two down the road, all of these things are a blur.

An important thing to remember is that most of these planning strategies are valuable the 

entire year and can actually take some of the pressure off the Holiday Season by the fact that 

we perform better throughout the year.



Inventory ?
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Thank You
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